
 

The magnificent East African elephant, the largest animal walking the Earth. All photography rites Charles Williams

On Safari In Kenya & Tanzania With Africa House Safaris

Dear Friends,

There’s a quote by Beryl Markham from 1942 with respect to the African landscape: “Africa is

mystic, it is wild, it is a sweltering inferno, it is a photographer’s paradise, a hunter’s Valhalla,

an escapist’s Utopia. It is what you will and it withstands all interpretations.” Returning from

our December journey to Kenya and Tanzania with Africa House Safaris (AHS), these words

rang especially true for Charlie and me. Ours was an incredible opportunity to capture the

essence of this magnificent region and to reflect away from the din of our normally busy lives.

We spent our days in search of a crush of rhinos, a clan of hyenas, a dazzle of zebra, a gang or
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herd of buffalo, a leap of leopards, a parliament of vultures, a pod of hippos, a business of

mongoose and so many more – always with an incredibly knowledgeable and friendly guide at

our side (see below my video interview with one of our guides, Jimmy, who taught us these

delightful collective nouns for the animals we saw). Downtime was spent in fabulous lodges

sprinkled across the landscape, where the level of luxury belied the unfettered and remote

territory spreading out for miles around us.

My interview with our guide Jimmy

Perhaps the greatest quality of a safari with Africa House Safaris is the ability to adapt to the

rhythms of Kenya and Tanzania, to play much by ear and to have the flexibility to see and do

where your mood takes you. For us, the highlights were so many and I will do my best to distill

them here for you in the hopes that you, too, will soon be able to experience the magic of

Africa.

 

Fondly,
 

vip@r-recommends.com 
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David & Karen Sugden, the people to know for an authentic trip to East Africa. 

A Personal Connection

When one travels as far as East Africa, it’s worth every penny to travel with someone as

dedicated to and passionate about their homeland as David Sugden of Africa House Safaris.

Born and raised in the shadow of Mount Kenya, David, and his wife Karen, are absolute gems.

David now lives his dream, creating an individual, immersive and authentic trip for each

guest,whether a solo traveler or a family with children. AHS’s relationships with local lodges

and guides allow them to pair up certain clients with certain guides to have the very best

experience for them. Our trip was in December, off-peak, and was serendipitously so because

there were days we didn’t see any other people when we were out on drives – pure magic. 
 



One of the many lilac-breasted rollers spotted on our safari.

The birds are countless and I thank my colleague and friend Carla for gifting me with a birds of

East Africa book to take with us. I referred to it each day, sighting new birds everywhere we

went. I read up on my friend Valdi’s Travel Notebook post for Rebecca Recommends so I knew

just what I hoped to see.

Another unforgettable moment was the opportunity to meet my orphan elephant, Tusuja, at

the Daphne Sheldrick Elephant Orphanage and Giraffe Center. AHS had arranged a vehicle at

our disposal for our time in Karen, a suburb of Nairobi, allowing us to enjoy the Karen Blixen

Museum, shopping at Anna Trzebinksi, Matbronze and giraffe kisses at the Giraffe Centre all

before heading out on safari. 

The game drive breakfasts, as dawn breaks over the neverending African bush, the sundowners

to toast another memorable day … our Africa adventure was perfection from beginning to end.

Read on …
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Karibuni, Kenya 

Our welcome to Africa was the new Hemingways Hotel in Nairobi, a 45-room boutique

property in the plantation style overlooking the Ngong Hills. We found it to be a very well-

thought-out property, with a lovely staff and just the right ambience of grandeur and

sophistication. A Michelin-starred chef was always hard at work in the private dining room,

and a dedicated butler always on hand to dim the lights, adjust your personalized pillows and

set out your evening nightcap.

Onward to Lewa Downs 

Anxious to meet the wildlife we had come so far to see, Charlie and I were excited to move on

for two days at Lewa House in the Lewa Downs Wildlife Conservatory. From the house itself –

set atop a hill and inview of Mount Kenya, the Mathews Range and the sacred mountain of Ol

Olokwe –the cottage-style rooms were quite inviting. Unis, at the front of house, was so

helpful and friendly, and Tinka, the lodge dog, was a sweet companion. There is such potential

here – the lodge has already expanded from its original three thatched family cottages to add

four “earth pods” with sustainable, ecological principles in mind. Evenings were a delight – we



had time to chat with Sophie and Calum Macfarlane over family-style meals. And while there

is a large shaded verandah perfect for sipping a cool drink, beautiful gardens to explore and a

large swimming pool overlooking a watering hole, the main objective of the Lewa House staff

is to urge you to spend as little time here as possible and instead get out into the bush to

watch and appreciate the game and their conservation. For us, one of those unforgettable

moments was seeing a leopard with our guide,Jimmy, here in this, Kenya’s most famous

private wildlife conservatory. This is also one of the country’s first rhino sanctuaries, with

approximately 50 black and 50 white rhinos now in residence.

The magnificent rhinos of Lewa Downs.



Our perseverance and patience was rewarded.

Ode to Ol Malo 

Imagine horseback riding across Kenya’s Laikipia plateau, not another person in sight – instead,

the only other living things in view being the zebras and elephants who barely give you a

second glance. It seems unreal and yet here we found ourselves, guests of Ol Malo Lodge

arriving by private charter, and invited out for horseback riding, game drives and bushwalks. 

 

We lived to a different rhythm here, waking to see a mind-blowing sunrise, framing the snow-

capped peaks of Mount Kenya, and heading out on a dawn game drive or taking a camel ride

across the plains. There were opportunities to visit the colorful Samburu nomads of the north

or to walk with Morani warriors and learn of their folklore and bush medicine. Colin, one of

our gracious hosts at Ol Malo Lodge, regaled us with his perspective on the bush and his many

stories, while Chyulu taught us about the Ol Malo nomads. 

 



The lodge itself is nestled into a rugged escarpment looking out across Kenya’s Northern

Frontier District and has four exclusive cottages with en-suite bathrooms and private

verandas. The food is wonderful, as is the pool area, perfect for relaxing and wiling away the

day with a good book. It was quite easy to walk and hike about the lodge, and several

activities –including the horseback riding we did, as well as surprise helicopter sunset cocktails

– are offered to guests.

Visiting a Samburu manyatta.

Loving Loisaba

Moving on, our evening at Loisaba Tented Camp in nearby Laikipia was a treat. Quite a slick

operation, the camp boasts jaw-dropping views across the plains to Mount Kenya, extremely

attentive guides (including our guide, Mohammed), a lovely welcome of refreshments and fruit

juice, convenient WiFi in the conservation center, game drive vehicles with a charger,

sunscreen and repellent, and binoculars for game drives. Patrick, the manager, whose interest

in his guests is obvious, had done his background research on Charlie and me, which made us



feel so very welcome and relaxed around him. Beyond the game drives, there are activities for

guests, including a sniffer dog demonstration which we loved and got to meet “Machine” the

bloodhound, mountain biking, camel trekking, lion tracking and lounging by the peaceful

infinity swimming pool. Our contemporary-style honeymoon tent was delightful and we could

have stayed much longer …

… and yet when we landed the next night at Loisaba Star Beds, our spirits soared even higher.

After a late-day walk with Samburu warriors, with an introduction to their reliance on the

bush for medicine, food and spiritual observance, we were led to our Star bed for the night.

These individual stilted platforms hold a large double bed with oversized pillows and plush

duvets and a bathroom in an open plan yet are thoughtfully situated for seclusion. As their

name suggests, they offer unbelievable night sky views and are, at the same time, both

exciting and romantic – just another opportunity to drink in the vast horizons and dramatic

skies that were so emblematic of ourtime in Africa. We actually arrived after dark, so to wake

in the morning was pure magic. And since it’s a popular question when one sleeps outside,

there were really no bugs to speak of, just one friendly lizard in the shower. As with many of

our camp stays, we wish we had another night!



Mohammad, our guide, a ranger & me in Laikipia.

Reconnecting at Rekero

Recognized as the premier site within the world-famous Masai Mara game reserve, Rekero

Tented Camp afforded ample opportunities to reconnect with ourselves and the raw, real

landscape around us – which includes a large population of hippo, crocodile and big cats. We

were stunned beyond words to be fortunate enough to witness a hippo birth on the banks of

the river here – our first experience in the Mara and definitely one of our favorite places to

stay. 

 

Mornings can be a bit chilly and this was the only camp we stayed at that stocked the game

vehicles with hot water bottles – a wonderful touch when you’re just waking up (the vehicle

also had a fridge and snack tins). The staff is unabashedly warm and the amenities so

thoughtful, from chargers and USB ports on the game vehicles to eco-friendly water bottles

and glass bottles and jugs in each room, fillable with filtered water throughout the camp. Our

guide, Nicolas, was a delight – we enjoyed many exciting hours with him, all barely seeing



another vehicle (see below my video interview with Nick and learn of his favorite aspects of

living and working in the Mara). Meals, prepared by the camp’s safari chef, were a skillful

blend of East and West flavors and were served either in the dining tent or al fresco

overlooking the picturesque Talek River.

My interview with our guide Nick

Whiling away hours watching this beautiful mother and her daughters in the Mara.

More Masai Mara

On to Bateleur Camp, where we were greeted to an amazing welcome, a song sung by the

entire camp staff. After a glass of champagne, we were shown to our room, complete with

butler service, thoughtful and personalized notes, stocked beverages and a stylish and

contemporary décor with a romantic feel reminiscent of safari travel of the 1920s and 30s.

Superb toiletries, a very cozy bed, a ceiling fan, an indoor and outdoor shower and more

added to what felt like a very tony, yet entirely comfortable stay in the bush. Breakfast was
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delivered on a leather tray, and whether it was appetizers or a deconstructed picnic, the chef

came to talk through the meals for the day so we knew just what his thought process was and

what we were enjoying. The afternoons were punctuated by a beautiful tea set-up. Be sure to

take time for the tasteful gift shop, where Anna Travinski and other Kenyan designers are

featured. 

 

(A quick note on the Great Migration in the Mara: While we traveled in December and enjoyed

the solitude of this time of year, many choose to visit during the Great Migration. Read more

here about this amazing natural spectacle, with insights from Africa House Safari’s David

Sugden.)

A room with a view, waking up at Ngorongoro Crater Lodge.

Volcanic Views

We were smitten with our professional, engaging and knowledgeable guide Eric at Ngorongoro

Crater Lodge, our next destination. Not only did he quiz us on Africa and teach us a few

tidbits on our way back to the airport, but he pointed out so much about the wildlife and

geography of the Ngorongoro Conservation and this region of Tanzania. The lodge and its

proximity to the crater are unbeatable. Our butler, Pascal, was incredibly accommodating, as
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was the rest of the staff (I had hit my head badly that day and they graciously arranged for me

to see a doctor). Inspired by ancient African architecture, the lodge is comprised of three

intimate villages, each with 6 to 12 private cottages with commanding views of the crater

floor 500 meters below. Days are focused on game-viewing on the crater floor, bush walks

around the lodge and excursions to nearby Olduvai Gorge. With trusty Eric at our sides, we

knew we wouldn’t miss a thing.  

The icing on the cake for our last day in the Serengeti, this beautiful Cheetah and her reflection.

Glamping in the Serengeti

There’s no doubt about it, Serengeti Under Canvas is glamping defined. Each tented suite

comes with private butler service, chandeliers, silverware, crystal, an en-suite flush toilet,

comfortable beds with fluffy duvets, a bucket shower and so much more. Justice, our guide,

was simply fabulous – young, enthusiastic and mentored by our Ngorongoro guide Eric (see

below my video interview with Justice). We were fortunate enough to see the serval cat, a

wildebeest kill by two male lions and another by two female lions and a cheetah. Evenings are



a time for repose as you catch up with fellow guests in the sitting or dining tent, with deep

sofas that invite conversation and a roaring campfire around which to share the stories of the

day’s magic and to listen as the African night comes to life.

My interview with our guide Justice

Snorkeling with a pod of Dolphins off the shores of the private Island of Mnemba.

Dolphin Dreams

It seems only fitting that one of our final experiences in Africa was a sublime swimming

session with dolphins off Mnemba. What a moment to reflect on the wonders of nature we had

witnessed and to enjoy the luxury of a private island stay before heading back home to the

“real” world. We shared Mnemba Island Lodge with just a few other guests and the warm and

friendly staff, making for a true barefoot island experience. Our little beachfront haven was a
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vision of palm-frond thatching, large windows, soft fabrics and traditional wood carvings.

Coconut beverages were waiting in our bedroom fridge upon arrival and we were looked after

sweetly by our charming butler. Afternoons would slip away all too quickly on Zanzibari

loungers in our private beach sala before dinner on the beach, with the bright moonlight

reflecting off the waves– all under a magnificent African sky. Beyond the dolphins, the area

around Mnemba Island are an important breeding ground for green turtles and a host of

migratory wading birds. 
 

Safari Njema  

“When you travel, you experience, in a very special way, the act of rebirth. You confront

completely new situations, the day passes more slowly, and you begin to be more accessible to

others. You accept any small favor from the Gods with great delight, as if it were an episode

you would remember for the rest of your life”. 

 

Paulo Coelho, The Pilgrimage
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